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Angela Merkel and the CDU Quota Curse

PETRA AHRENS and SABINE LANG

During the 2019 centennial celebration of women’s suffrage in Germany, Chan-
cellor Angela Merkel conceded that gender quotas are important and that the
ultimate goal must be gender parity. Merkel’s legacy in terms of advancing
women within her own party, however, is mixed. Surrounding herself with a
tight circle of women professionals and arguably modelling success for fellow
women party members, she nonetheless remained noncommittal on parity. Her
support for the ‘quorum’, a 33 per cent inner-party ‘quota light’ adopted in
1996, appeared muted and inconsequential. Throughout Merkel’s chancellor-
ship, the CDU failed to adhere to this quota in party offices and among parlia-
mentarians. Analysing gender-disaggregated party and electoral data with
insights gleaned from semi-structured interviews with party members, this
article sheds light on CDU quota implementation challenges. We assess inner-
party politics and policies within the context of the CDU’s struggle to attract
female voters, to respond to an increasingly progressive Women’s Union, and
to accommodate its Bavarian sister party, the CSU. We find that despite a
reframing of its gender equality agenda and strong inner-party mobilisation,
the CDU majority still resists quotas. The mismatch between party statutes
and electoral system, moreover, obstructs quota implementation, making
gender parity in the CDU an elusive goal.

INTRODUCTION

Angela Merkel’s final year as Chancellor of Germany might well be entering, if not the
history books, then the annals of her Christian Democratic Party (CDU) as the ‘year of
the quota curse.’ First off, in summer 2020, the Chancellor’s long-time heir-apparent and
leader of the CDU, Annegret Kramp-Karrenbauer, circulated a submission to the party’s
programmatic commission that, if passed by the party convention, would revolutionise
the way the party selects candidates for elections as well as for inner-party positions.
Replacing the CDU’s 1996 soft quota, the so-called 33 per cent ‘quorum,’1 the party
would establish a set gender quota that by 2025 would reach 50 per cent for all party
offices and candidate lists (CDU 2020, 8). A few months later, in November 2020,
Merkel’s public support was crucial for passing a revised corporate board quota law –

proposed by her Social Democratic Party (SPD) coalition partner – in order to address
the massive underrepresentation of women on executive boards (Süddeutsche Zeitung,
November 21, 2020; on labour market policies see Ahrens and Scheele, this issue).
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In both cases, CDU inner-party opposition was immediate and strong, illustrating
how many in the party perceive the quota as a ‘curse’ that threatens to upend party
unity. When the CDU Programmatic Commission endorsed the quota for party
offices and list mandates, one of Merkel’s then-potential successors, Friedrich Merz,
retorted ‘I remain a sceptic: quotas are merely the second-best solution’ (Focus July
10, 2020).2 The influential CDU Mittelstandsunion (CDU Small and Medium-Size
Business Association), its Wirtschaftsrat (CDU Economic Advisory Council), the
CDU Student Association, as well as the Junge Union, the party’s youth association,
all voiced strong opposition to the quota initiative (Focus July 10, 2020; Der Spiegel
July 9, 2020). When the corporate board quota was announced, a spokesperson for
the party caucus’ parliamentary CDU Mittelstandsunion argued that the quota would
upend Germany’s social market economy and ultimately lead to not just large compa-
nies, but also small- and medium-sized enterprises having to abide by it (Tagesschau
November 23, 2020). Defying her critics and risking inner-party strife, Merkel
stands solidly behind both initiatives. When celebrating 100 years of the women’s
vote in 2019, she declared that ‘quotas were important, but parity has to be the goal’
(Merkel 2018). Chastising legislators across parties, she argued in the Bundestag
that publicly traded companies without a single woman on their executive boards are
‘a situation that one can’t find reasonable’ (Süddeutsche Zeitung November 21,
2020). By supporting the quota, Merkel broke with aspects of her longstanding govern-
ing style of ‘leading from behind,’ showcasing public-facing agenda-setting instead of
facilitating backroom decisions (see Ahrens, Ayoub and Lang, this issue).

Even though Merkel has not established herself as a leader in women’s rights, she
has helped facilitate what for some in the CDU is a curse and for others a revolution:
that the party debates and acts on quotas. The process by which a troika of three CDU
women leaders, Merkel as Chancellor, Ursula von der Leyen as EU Commission Pre-
sident, and Kramp-Karrenbauer as party leader and Secretary of Defence, managed to
open up space to bring quotas from the margins to the centre of the party debate, marks
a critical juncture in CDU gender politics. This article will focus on the quota in pol-
itical representation (see Ahrens and Scheele, this issue, on the corporate board quota),
unpacking the historical stages of the CDU’s quota debate. What explains the party’s
trajectory from being staunchly ‘anti-quota’ to debating a 50 per cent quota in political
representation? We argue that three factors under Merkel’s leadership help explain this
surprising transformation from quietly opposing to facilitating quotas: shifts in the
framing of gender equality, electoral strategy, and gendered mobilisations within the
party and beyond.

In order to assess howMerkel’s CDU struggled with the quota, we employ a mixed-
methods approach that incorporates results from a comparative research project on
party quota adoption in Germany and Austria on the federal and selected Land-
levels from the 1980s to the present (see Ahrens et al. 2020). Data includes party regu-
lations, related media reports and respective electoral laws. We also make contextual
inferences based on six semi-structured interviews on the ‘quorum,’ conducted
between 2017 and 2019 with CDU spokespersons on women’s issues in appointed
and elected offices (Ahrens et al. 2020). To ensure broad coverage, we chose intervie-
wees from the federal and Länder level, the latter including a progressive city–state and
a conservative territorial state.
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The article proceeds as follows. We start by embedding the CDU quota in the
broader theoretical context of the literature on symbolic, descriptive, and substantive
representation. We will then assess the party’s pathway during the Merkel era from
staunch quota opposition to adaptation, highlighting frames that help reposition the
CDU’s gender equality agenda. Next, we use electoral data to explain why the need
for the CDU to shift its stand towards representational equality became more pressing
over time. We then address the mobilisation of the CDU Women’s Union and civil
society allies to increase CDU investment into parity. Finally, we assess CDU positions
regarding parity laws and federal electoral reforms. Together these sections develop
our concluding argument, that both the parity law and electoral reform debate highlight
how Merkel opened up discursive spaces in her party that condoned shifts in frames,
electoral strategy, and women’s mobilisation. Merkel’s longstanding ‘leading from
behind’ strategy, however, might limit CDU reform capacity and in turn extend the
party’s quota curse into the post-Merkel era.

ANCHORING THE CDU QUOTA IN DESCRIPTIVE, SUBSTANTIVE, AND SYMBOLIC
REPRESENTATION

Since 2017, Angela Merkel featured globally as the female leader with the longest
tenure (Geiger and Kent 2017). 16 years as German Chancellor gained her Time Maga-
zine covers as ‘Chancellor of the Free World’ (2015), and ‘Frau Europa’ (2019), and a
Der Spiegel cover as ‘Mutter Angela’ (2015) for her engagement during the refugee
crisis. In terms of symbolic representation of gender in politics, Germany under
Merkel’s tenure took a big leap. Her visibility as woman Chancellor with internation-
ally high marks, however, neither translated into decisive CDU action against under-
representation of women in the party nor into a mainstreamed government focus on
women and gender issues. Having a female leader and an enhanced symbolic represen-
tation of gender thus had only spurious effects on increasing descriptive and substan-
tive representation of women’s issues in the CDU.

Literature on descriptive representation has become increasingly cautious with
ascribing direct linkages between women’s presence in politics and policy change
(Childs and Lovenduski 2013, 492). Instead of constructing common ‘women’s inter-
ests,’ research has shifted the ‘politics of presence’ (Phillips 1995) argument into an
equal rights argument and thereby upended and de-ideologised the quota debate. This
shift in the representation frame highlights that under-representation distorts diversity
of societal input into political processes, abandoning the need for common women’s
interests to legitimise their representation. It allows for the performance and public
acknowledgement of ‘critical acts’ by women that are not necessarily feminist but are
borne out by particular experiences (Dahlerup 1988). Angela Merkel, we claim, has per-
formed such critical acts, particularly in her tenure, that in turn emboldened women in
her party and helped bring to the fore the inner-party conflict on quotas.

As theorising on gender and representation has shifted from a ‘common interest’
frame to a ‘women’s poverty of representation’ frame (Celis and Childs 2020, 32), it
stipulates that ‘when women are well represented in representative democracies, the
formal political agenda is recalibrated away from the political representation of men
and their interests.’ This preposition does not need a unified ‘female subject.’
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Instead, it opens the representative realm towards a de-centering of men’s interests.
Unburdening descriptive representation from a substantive rationale has arguably
helped the quota debate in conservative parties, in particular (Celis and Childs
2014). Implicitly acknowledging ‘poverty of representation’ led Angela Merkel to
advance women in her cabinets on an unprecedented scale. Over her four tenure
periods as Chancellor, she successively appointed more women Ministers than any pre-
vious government: her fourth coalition government formed in 2018 showcased 43.8 per
cent women (Brandt 2018). Including Merkel, the CDU even took the lead regarding
cabinet posts with four women and three men, followed by the SPD with parity;
three men and three women. The Bavarian Christian Social Union (CSU) sent three
men, thus upending parity.

Whereas Merkel championed women in ministerial and staff appointments, playing
a critical role in enhancing symbolic and descriptive representation, she appeared much
less committed to interfere in her party’s nomination practices, its outcomes, as well as
overall electoral processes. During most of her tenure, she neither spoke up for
women’s representation in the party nor did she endorse early quota demands. Just
as in other European conservative parties, CDU programmatic positions under
Merkel’s first two legislative periods advanced primarily formal representational
claims, arguing that if more women wanted to enter politics, democratic processes
ensured that there was nothing standing in their way. As more CDU gender equality
activists pointed to the fact that – despite the quorum – women were not advancing
in the party, Merkel became quietly more amenable to their cause. Convincing a
majority of party members to vote for a corporate board quota (Och 2018) increased
the inner-party debates and emboldened the Women’s Union.

Under Merkel’s watch and alongside her, conservative women increasingly severed
the knot between descriptive and substantive representation as a frame for demanding
better representation. Merkel herself provided the clarion call for this awakening, as she
– despite having served as Women’s and Youth Minister between 1991 and 1994 –

herself never ran on women’s issues. She did, however, hear the demand for a new elec-
toral strategy to attract more women from within the party’s Women’s Union. Observ-
ing the CDU’s ongoing ‘women’s poverty of representation’ as well as incrementalism
and stasis induced by the quorum, she allowed for more powerful pro-quota voices to
rise. Reframing gender equality in the CDU to invite a renewed debate on enhanced
representation might not have happened at Merkel’s invitation, but arguably it could
not have happened without her quiet consent.

THE CDU AND WOMEN’S REPRESENTATION: FROM ANTAGONISM TO ADAPTATION

Scholars have established that the CDU traditionally was antagonistic towards quotas
(Wiliarty 2010; Davidson-Schmich 2016). As the party saw their rivals from the SPD
and the Greens attract more women members and women voters by utilising voluntary
party quotas, the CDU witnessed substantial losses of its female electoral base. Until
1972, considerably more women than men had voted for the CDU in every post-war
federal election (Böhmer 2008, 19). In 1980 (and again in 2002), however, the CDU
women’s vote reached all-time lows (Hien 2014, 48) and calls for action became
louder. In 1986, the CDU vowed to increase the number of women in party offices
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and parliaments in line with their party membership by the early 1990s (Böhmer 2008,
20). Without the party showcasing more tangible results, the Women’s Union pushed
for stronger commitments. During an agitated party congress in 1988, the majority
refused to use the term quota and instead advised a voluntary 33 per cent women’s
quorum for party candidate lists and office lists (Lemke 2001; Davidson-Schmich
2016, 31–32). Despite the difference in terminology, the CDU followed the example
of SPD and Greens, experiencing the first symptoms of ‘quota contagion’ (David-
son-Schmich 2016; Lépinard and Rubío 2018).

When, after the fall of the Wall and German unification in 1990, two different
gender regimes merged (Lang 2017), the landscape for CDU women’s activism
changed dramatically overnight. West German CDU party ideology – having struggled
in the 1980s with providing a roof for both a politics of gender difference, women’s
family-orientation and anti-abortion, as well as for younger women’s interests in com-
bining careers and family and pro-choice orientation – was radically reframed in the
post-unification CDU. East German party members with a strong sense of accomplish-
ment as career women and mothers, and accustomed to public childcare and reproduc-
tive rights, brought new perspectives to the Women’s Union and into party offices. The
share of women party members, however, stayed constant at 25 per cent between 1992
and 2008 (Böhmer 2008, 21). In 1996, the presence of CDU women from the eastern
Länder helped to elevate the quorum from an advisory to a mandatory provision laid
down in the party’s bylaws. In 2001, with abolishing the quorum’s sunset clause, the
CDU acknowledged that the problem of women’s underrepresentation was not going
away (CDU 2018, 6). Merkel, first as the party’s secretary general (1998–2000) then
as party leader from 2000 onwards, despite her East German socialisation, remained
noncommittal on the issue.

When in 2005 Angela Merkel was elected to become the first woman Chancellor in
Germany, the CDU women’s equality activists took this as a signal for an increased
push towards gender equality. Maria Böhmer, then leading the Women’s Union,
argued in 2008 ‘I’m convinced that the election of the first female Chancellor will
be seen in hindsight as just as an important step as the introduction of the women’s
right to vote in Germany in 1918 and the anchoring of equal rights in the Basic Law
in 1949’ (Böhmer 2008, 19). The Women’s Union was determined to utilise the first
women Chancellor to scandalise the party’s continued disenfranchisement of
women. The initial focus was on data gathering and documenting the party’s gender
gap. In 2006, the CDU annual ‘Women’s Report’ was replaced with a more encom-
passing ‘Gender Equality Report’ in which not just national and Land-level data, but
also mayoral, district and EU-level candidacies and elections were disaggregated by
gender (Böhmer 2008, 22). The results were striking: even though the party’s gender
balance had improved since introducing a quorum, CDU women had only made
small advances in parliamentary representation, from 14.7 per cent in the pre-
quorum 1995 Bundestag to 21.5 per cent in 2019 (CDU 2015, 2019).

Whereas women’s representation in the CDU stagnated during the first two Merkel
cabinets from 2005 to 2013, the party shifted ideologically, especially regarding family
and labour market policies (Henninger and von Wahl 2014; see Auth and Peukert,
Forthcoming). Propelled by eastern members, women activists, and a social investment
approach to the labour market, CDU support for the male breadwinner model softened
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and the party increasingly turned toward a dual earner/caretaker model (Henninger and
von Wahl 2014; Hien 2014). This ideological ‘feminisation’ of the CDU ‘only became
possible once the party realigned from a Catholic to a liberal Protestant constituency
[…] facilitated by the German reunification process’ (Hien 2014, 42). Historically,
the CDU’s alliance with the Catholic Church had fortified the male breadwinner
model and traditional family values (Hien 2014). As the idea of equal participation
of women and men in paid and unpaid work took hold, it also spilled over into the
realm of political representation.

During her early tenure, Merkel quietly endorsed the CDU Headquarters’ initiative
to attract women to the party by starting various women mentoring programmes. Under
Secretary General Ronald Pofalla and in coordination with the Women’s Union, the
CDU published a detailed instruction manual for members on how to apply the
quorum (CDU 2007). Pofalla, and surely not against Merkel, established an official
grievance office within the legal unit of the party headquarters to address violations
of the quorum (Böhmer 2008, 23; CDU 2007). Böhmer interpreted the party headquar-
ters’ message as ‘no more tricks’ (Böhmer 2008, 23), advising party leadership from
national to local levels to take the quorum seriously.

Overall, however, the CDU showed much less gender balance in parliamentary set-
tings than the SPD, the Greens, or the Left – only the CSU and the Liberal Party (FDP)
(and from 2017 onwards the right-wing Alternative für Deutschland (AfD)) had fewer
women legislators in the Bundestag and in party leadership positions. Kintz (2019),
comparing legislative leadership positions across German parties in the ‘pre-Merkel’
Schröder era (election periods 14 and 15) to the Merkel era (election periods 16–18)
concludes that under Merkel, CDU women made some advances in leadership pos-
itions, but by far not on the scale of the SPD or the Greens. Gender in the CDU, she
argues, ‘does not have a significant impact on being recruited to leadership positions
for the first time’ (Kintz 2019). Instead, seniority remains the strongest predictor of
advancement in the party. When Annegret Kramp-Karrenbauer became Secretary
General of the CDU in 2018, she called out the rather dismal women’s representation:
‘It is notable that the share of women among CDU legislators in the German Bundestag
is at 20 per cent – and that is the same share as 20 years ago. […] in some Länder there
are fewer women members of the legislature today [in 2018] than 20 years ago’ (CDU
2018, 4).

Why is the CDU at an apparent impasse over the attempt to increase women’s rep-
resentation, more than three decades after the first voluntary quota was introduced in
the party? The next section will address factors that impacted CDU women’s advance-
ment in legislatures during Angela Merkel’s tenure as Chancellor.

THE ELECTORAL OUTPUT: WHY THE QUORUM HAD TO FAIL

The CDU states programmatically, as do all German voluntary quota parties, that the
goal of affirmative action measures is to achieve equal participation of women and men
in politics and society – in today’s parlance, all parties’ goal is to reach parity (Ahrens
et al. 2020). CDU General Secretary Pofalla articulated this when explaining the
women’s quorum in 2007: ‘The equal representation of women in shaping politics is
part of our identity as Christian Democrats. This, in and of itself, is enough to
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oppose those who at times reduce our cause to a strictly regulatory framing of the
women’s quorum’ (CDU 2007). Thus, the 33 per cent women’s quorum is, according
to Pofalla, not simply going ‘through the motions,’ and it marks not a ceiling, but a
bottom-line of women’s representation in the party, with the goal of gender parity.
Building on this de-facto affirmative action approach, we contend that asking if
parties adhere to their ‘regulatory framing’ of party policies would be a limiting per-
spective. We must also explore if and to what degree these policies achieve their
stated goal of reaching parity.

Although, starting with the Greens and SPD, voluntary party quotas have been
employed in German elections for more than three decades, the Bundestag is far
from reaching gender parity. If we disregard the strict quota-opposing parties, the
FDP and AfD, and only look at voluntary quota parties, we find a clear discrepancy
between quota intention and results. This is particularly true of the former ‘catch all
parties’ CDU and SPD. In addition to quota-stretching and -bending granted within
parties’ regulatory frameworks (Ahrens et al. 2020, 67–70), numerous intersecting
factors can undermine a quota on its path from party statute to implementation. Not
only do soft recruitment policies within soft regulations upend voluntary quotas.
They also do not sit well within the German mixed-member proportional system,
which combines Länder-level electoral lists with direct mandates for candidates
running in one of the 299 electoral districts. The majority of voluntary party quotas
apply only to electoral lists and thus to only about half of the parliamentary seats.
To be more effective, quotas would also need to be implemented for direct candidacies.
Ultimately, quota effectiveness can be measured by assessing differences between a
party’s quota stipulation and outcome, a measurement that has been defined as ‘post-
quota gender gap’ (Ahrens et al. 2020).

We visualise the post-quota gender gap by juxtaposing a party’s stated quota objec-
tive and its output in parliamentary seats for women over time. Thus, the post-quota
gender gap does not assess objectively how parity-oriented a party really is, but the
effectiveness of a party’s quota policy. A ‘positive’ bar for the post-quota gap signifies
missing a party’s quota – 33 per cent for the CDU, 40 per cent for the SPD, 50 per cent
for Greens and the Left – and disadvantaging women. In case a party exceeds its quota
target to the advantage of women, the bar for the post-quota gender gap turns ‘negative’
thereby illustrating the surpassing of the target.

Figure 1 shows that the CDU has not reached a 33 per cent threshold in women’s
representation in any federal election since 1988, when the voluntary quorum was first
recommended or after 1996, when it was formalised. For example, in the election 2017,
the CDU women’s share in the Bundestag was at 21 per cent, resulting in a post-quota
gender gap of 12 percentage points. By contrast, the Greens had a 58.6 per cent
women’s share and thus even a ‘negative’ post-quota gender gap of 8.6 per cent. Com-
pared to the CDU, all other quota parties – SPD, Greens, The Left – fared better in
avoiding a post-quota gender gap for women.

During Merkel’s four tenure periods as Chancellor between 2005 and 2021, the
CDU consistently missed its quota target by more than 10 percentage points (with
one exception: 8.3 per cent in 2013). The federal election of 2017 with 21 per cent
CDU women representatives in parliament increased the post-quota gender gap to 12
per cent, more than three percentage points up from the 2013 election. Indeed, even
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among candidates the CDU only reached its quota in 2017. Figure 2, which compares
data for party membership, candidates, and elected, also shows that, since 1949, CDU
women were never represented proportionally to their party membership (see Figure 2;
see also Davidson-Schmich 2018).3

Two factors explain the CDU’s quota failure: (1) it is by design a weak party measure
as a non-sanctionable, almost facultative provision, and (2) it does not fit with the CDU’s
electoral paths to power, which are driven by direct candidacies that are not subject to the
quorum. Soft quota rules and weak recruitment are often cited as the most obvious
reasons for women’s underrepresentation. Even though the quorum for all candidate
lists in elected office is fixed in the party statutes, its regulatory framing is weak, and
it is implemented rather haphazardly. Davidson-Schmich (2016, 199) found in her ‘Can-
didate Interest Survey’ that 11 per cent of CDU members ‘erroneously believed their
party had no affirmative action policy at all’ – as opposed to only one per cent of
Greens and two per cent of Social Democrats. CDU women party members are also
less likely than their male counterparts to accept a nomination for local elections (David-
son-Schmich 2016), due to the difficult cultural environment in which the CDU recruits
for office. Additionally, the quorum applies only to first-round nominations for electoral
lists, and not to direct candidacies. If fewer than 33 per cent women are nominated in the
second round of list compilation, missing the quorum does not lead to sanctions. Overall,
there has historically not been sufficient party pressure to fulfil the quorum in candidate
selection. In some cases where women have challenged party list composition by way of
internal and non-disclosed complaint procedures to the CDU general legal counsel, the
outcome has been to their disadvantage (Ahrens et al. 2020, 69).

FIGURE 1.
POST-QUOTA GENDER GAPS OF GERMAN QUOTA PARTIES IN THE BUNDESTAG, 1983–2020.

Source: Bundeswahlleiter 2017, 2018. Calculation and design by authors.
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Whereas many of these challenges go publicly unnoticed, a case in point presented
itself in advance of the election of CDU candidates to the Bundestag in Saxony-Anhalt
in 2017. Here, the CDU leadership had crafted a candidate list with a woman leading
the list as top candidate – followed by eight men. The Head of Saxony-Anhalt’s
Women’s Union, representing 2,000 women CDU members, decided to appeal to
the national party headquarters’ legal counsel, as stipulated in the CDU bylaws
(Bock 2017; CDU 2007). In her letter to the legal team, she stated that the list in its
current form discriminated against women and that she would go public if the party
would not reject the list. She advised the head of the legal team to consult with
Land-level party leadership to achieve compliance with party regulations (Bock
2017). The national party legal counsel, however, did not reply to her letter before
the CDU party convention voted on the list. After internal consultation, the
Women’s Union decided not to press formal charges against the list; the CDU Land-
level general secretary argued that the women’s quota ‘is a “should” regulation and
not a must’ (Volksstimme May 12, 2017). He declared it to be an unwritten law that
all direct candidates of the party in Saxony-Anhalt need to be secured by way of the
top list positions. The retort from the Women’s Union, that the quorum was a
‘written law,’ did not alter the party stance. The party congress voted to accept the orig-
inal list with one woman and eight men. The unwritten Saxony-Anhalt practice of first
securing direct candidates on top list positions, and only then employing the quorum,

FIGURE 2.
PARTY MEMBERSHIP, CANDIDATES AND ELECTED – CDU WOMEN, 1949–2017.

Source: Bundeswahlleiter 2017, 2018; Niedermayer 2017. Calculation and design by authors.
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however, is not always practiced in CDU nomination processes. In adjacent Thuringia,
candidate nominations in the same year reflected adherence to the quorum as the top
priority instead of securing direct candidates by way of list placement.

CDU quota resistance is also evident in European Parliament elections which
operate exclusively with electoral lists. Differing from other major parties, the CDU
compiles Land-level electoral lists instead of a national list. Effectively, in the 2014
elections, the subnational CDU chapters missed the quorum by ten percentage
points, absent a single woman among the two to three candidates in each of Branden-
burg, Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, and Saxony-Anhalt, and with Baden-Württemberg
nominating nine men and one woman (Lang 2018, 288).

The second factor fuelling the CDU’s post-quota gender gap is the party’s success
with direct candidacies, while ‘women are more frequently list-only candidates than
men, and by extension less often dual or district-only candidates’ (Coffé and David-
son-Schmich 2020, 88). Under Merkel’s four tenure periods, the CDU increased its
share of all direct mandates in Germany’s federal elections from 50 per cent to
almost 80 per cent (Behnke 2020, 4). In the election of 2017, the CDU received 231
direct mandates and only 15 parliamentary seats via the list.4 Of these 231 direct man-
dates, CDU women received 34, a mere 14.7 per cent. Not just in the CDU, but also in
the SPD, selecting direct candidates ‘independently,’ that is without interference from
higher-level party offices, is sacrosanct. In the Green and Left parties, by contrast,
parity is seen as a higher good which leads to women actively utilising the ‘gender
card’ to gain direct candidacy nominations. Direct candidacies, however, are less
central to overall electoral performance of these parties, as they acquire almost all
seats by way of list mandates (Ahrens et al. 2020; Höhne 2020).

The CDU selects direct candidates either by way of a district-level member caucus
or a delegate meeting (Höhne 2017, 236). Incumbents generally have a substantial
advantage of being re-nominated; only rarely are there challengers from within the
party. The ‘incumbency rate’, that is the percentage of mandates that are held by the
same legislator pre- and post-election, has traditionally been higher for the CDU and
CSU than for any other party (Höhne 2017). In 2013, 81 per cent of CDU members
of the Bundestag had been holding their seat already in the previous electoral
period, while the SPD had a lower incumbency rate of 70 per cent. To make the
quorum a reality for CDU direct candidacy nominations would have needed an outspo-
ken commitment from the Chancellor. Merkel has acknowledged that the damage done
to women’s representation by direct mandates cannot be ‘repaired’ via party lists
(Redaktionsnetzwerk Deutschland 2018). Framing the issue adequately, however,
did not result in a parity campaign to reform nomination processes. Merkel thus
allowed continuing the practice of leaving ‘CDU men’s circles [to] brood in closed
chambers over “who gets where what”’ (Die ZEIT, July 15, 2020).

In sum, gender-sensitive electoral strategies have been lacking during Angela
Merkel’s tenure as chancellor and party leader. The soft quota in conjunction with
the CDU’s success in direct candidacies has cemented a substantial CDU post-quota
gender gap. A 33 per cent quorum is in and of itself a less than ‘minimum’ standard
for gender equality, compounded by the fact that the quorum is only applied to party
lists, to only the first round of list composition, and lacks meaningful sanctions. The
quorum’s ineffectiveness and a laissez-faire approach to direct candidacy parity
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signals that the CDU, under Merkel’s watch, serves two opposing constituencies: Party
leadership has tacitly accommodated quota critics, allowing the quorum to be bent and
stretched as needed, while publicly endorsing it as a forward-looking strategy. At the
same time, Merkel’s apparent non-intervention opened up discursive spaces for those
within the party who tout the quorum as ineffective. Thus, rather than steering the CDU
towards better women’s representation, the chancellor played a facilitating role in
allowing the inconsistencies and ineffectiveness of the quorum to surface, while
more recently also acknowledging that parity is the only fair standard to employ.

When Merkel addressed the Women’s Union on the occasion of its 70th birthday in
2018, she declared that increasing women’s representation in the party is an ‘existential
question’ and that ‘the quorum is not sufficient anymore’ (Merkel 2018). While she did
not present an alternative path to gender equality, the Women’s Union took Merkel’s
message to heart: It renewed and increased advocacy for a stricter quota with effective
sanctions, and mobilised with the message that the CDU might lose women if the party
does not modernise swiftly.

QUOTA ACTIVISTS FROM WITHIN: THE WOMEN’S UNION PUSHING FOR REFORMS

The CDU Women’s Union is the key actor in the process we have sketched out above.
With its approximately 155.000 members, we credit it with nudging Angela Merkel
from a staunch quota resister to tacitly tolerating and finally endorsing it. As we
pointed out earlier, it was the reframing of the quota debate in terms of a ‘poverty of
representation’ argument that over the past decade convinced more and more CDU
women that the quorum in its current form is ineffective. The CDU Women’s Union
is the place in which this revisionist framing took place, pointing to the linkages
between parliamentary representation and wider civic spaces with modes of doing rep-
resentation in civil society that weigh on gender politics (Celis et al. 2014; Saward
2020, 9–11.) According to Celis et al. (2014, 152), ‘political representation is best con-
ceptualised as an active, multifaceted, and contingent process, driven by a broad swathe
of actors with various views on group issues and interests.’ Thus, contestations over the
future of the representation of women in the CDU did not only occur within the party
committees in charge of statutes and regulations, but it prominently featured in the
party’s women’s organisation with its linkages into civil society.

The achievements of CDUwomen in party offices and electoral settings can be traced
directly to the rise of the Women’s Union from a largely social club to a power hub
within the party (Wiliarty 2010). Beginning in the 1980s, its members loudly articulated
support for stricter quota measures (Böhmer 2008). Women’s Union leader Annette
Widmann-Mauz admonished her party in 2018 to read the writing on the wall: ‘Since
inner-party political structures and the electoral law in fact make women hit a glass
ceiling or be shut out, we need new regulations’ (Widmann-Mauz 2018, 118). She
asked the CDU to respect the quorum just as much as it respects other quotas such as
Länder representation on national committees. Party lists, according to Widmann-
Mauz, should not just have a 33 per cent quorum, but should be gender-balanced. In
2020 the Women’s Union, in concert with then party leader Kramp-Karrenbauer,
initiated a revolutionary statutory reform to raise the CDU quorum to a veritable 50
per cent quota for electoral office and candidacies by 2025.
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The Women’s Union initiatives were also applauded by their conservative Bavarian
partner organisation, the CSUWomen’s Union. When it met in 2017 to debate their pro-
posals for the upcoming party convention, one of the last items on their 120-page agenda
held just as much dynamite as earlier CDUWomen’s Union proposals. The CSU women
asked their party leadership to support a motion to employ a zippered candidate selection
system from the Land- to the district-level, acknowledging that this was in effect a
‘women’s quota of 50 per cent, with male and female candidates alternating’ (CSU
2017a, 111). The rationale for this party motion by the Munich chapter of the association
resembles a modernised Merkel-version of adequately representing women and thus a
‘poverty of representation’ argument. Women, according to this motion5, need to be
equally represented because they make up ‘50 per cent of the polity and 60 per cent
of voters.’ (CSU 2017a, 111). The motion was not supported by a majority of delegates
in the Women’s Union meeting; instead, the majority endorsed establishing a Commis-
sion called ‘Strong Women for the CSU’ (CSU 2017b, 86). In contrast to Merkel’s long-
standing quota resistance, Bavarian CSU Governor Markus Söder after his election in
2019 intended to lead with increasing women’s representation, emulating a strategy
that ÖVP party leader Sebastian Kurz had pioneered in Austria.6 Even though Söder’s
attempt to establish a 40 per cent hard quota on party lists could be viewed as symbolic
politics, as the CSU tends to win a majority of seats in Bavaria via direct mandates, it did
not convince the party base. The party convention turned the hard quota into a soft quota.
CSU Women’s Union leadership, however, seemed undeterred: ‘We will evaluate the
implementation of the quotas and work with the results’ (Scharf 2020).

In sum, CDU and CSU mobilisation in their respective Women’s Unions contrib-
uted to the parties’ quota fights in different ways. Whereas Merkel, for the majority of
her tenure, set her policy goals for women’s representation in the CDU according to
what she perceived to be the majority position while quietly and simultaneously placat-
ing the Women’s Union, Söder aligned himself with the CSU Women’s Union to
promote a hard quota. In both cases, the party base resisted change, resulting in friction
between modernisers and traditionalists and publicly displaying the quota curse’s hold
over the party. At the same time, however, new stages for the fight over women’s pol-
itical representation emerged by way of Land-level parity initiatives and electoral law
reform on the federal level.

CHOOSING THE LESSER EVIL? THE QUOTA CURSE IN THE CONTEXT OF PARITY
INITIATIVES AND ELECTORAL LAW REFORM

The CDU’s more recent quota debates occur in a societal context that increasingly
embraces a ‘women’s poverty of representation’ frame (Celis and Childs 2020) and
acknowledges that voluntary party quotas might not be able to redress legislative
imbalances. Public awareness for women’s representation was particularly high
when, in 2019, Germany celebrated the centennial of the women’s vote. With a
sizable drop in women’s Bundestag representation after the federal elections on
2017, calls for legislating parity – as France had done in 2000 – became louder. As
a consequence, the CDU witnessed increasing Land-level legislative activities to
counter women’s underrepresentation as well as calls to use a long overdue reform
of the federal electoral law to advance parity.
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At the core of these mobilisation were women’s NGOs and cross-party alliances
that had long promoted parity. Networks including the German Women’s Council,
the sixteen Land-level Women’s Councils, professional women’s organisations and
those of the political parties, including the CDU’s, lobbied for effective legislative
measures on Land- and federal levels (Abels and Cress 2019; Lang 2018). As of
early 2021, proposals for legislative quotas had been discussed in 15 Länder parlia-
ments (except Hesse). Seven Länder (Bavaria, Brandenburg, North-Rhine Westphalia,
Saxony, Saxony-Anhalt, Schleswig-Holstein, and Thuringia) had already debated or
scheduled to debate formal legislation.7 However, the two parity laws stipulating alter-
nating electoral lists (adopted in 2019 in Brandenburg and Thuringia) (Abels and Cress
2019; Lang and Ahrens 2020), were ruled unconstitutional by respective Land-level
Constitutional Courts, requiring parity law activists to design other innovative propo-
sals that could pass legal challenges. Even though the Women’s Union helped mobilise
for parity law initiatives, party leadership did not shepherd the proposals through
parliament.

Overt or latent resistance also appear to be the CDU’s strategies regarding parity-
oriented federal electoral reform. A cross-party electoral reform commission, headed
by the President of Parliament Wolfgang Schäuble (CDU), has become the main
target of electoral gender quota advocates. A cross-party women’s parliamentary
group started meeting in 2019 to explore strategies to tackle women’s underrepresenta-
tion and exert influence on the envisaged electoral reform (Süddeutsche Zeitung,
January 20, 2019; Der Spiegel February 13, 2019). The Women’s Union joined
other parties and women’s NGOs in lobbying for combining electoral reform with leg-
islative quotas, directly appealing to fellow CDU-member Schäuble. Yet, Schäuble
rejected any such proposal, calling ‘rules that in any way might imply prescribing to
a voter who he should vote for as doubtful’ (cited in Süddeutsche Zeitung, May 12,
2018). For the federal election of 2021, only few electoral law revisions were agreed
upon by the Schäuble Commission; a larger reform is intended for the next legislative
period. The CDU, however, knows that parity mobilisation has only just begun. Raising
and fortifying the inner-party quorum might be considered by many in the CDU to be a
lesser evil than parity reform on both Land and federal levels.

CONCLUSION

This article investigated Angela Merkel’s influence on increasing women’s political
representation in the CDU by way of quotas. We argued that, while Merkel clearly
was no bold leader in women’s rights, she did help facilitate what some in the CDU
see as a ‘curse’ and others (within and outside the party) see as a ‘revolution’ in
gender equality: the CDU is now obliged to debate and seriously consider a stricter
quota. Merkel has changed her position on quotas from subtle opposition by way of
indifference to active endorsement. While she ‘gladly’ spoke out against quotas in
the early years of her political career, she later acknowledged that she ‘would not
have made it’ without the quorum (cited in Mushaben 2017, 39). Her ‘coming out’
in support of quotas might have been facilitated by the troika of three CDU women
leaders, with Merkel as Chancellor, Ursula von der Leyen in various ministerial pos-
itions, and Annegret Kramp-Karrenbauer in different party and executive leadership
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positions (see Mushaben Forthcoming). This constellation of three powerful CDU
women leaders managed to open up space in the party to bring quotas from the
margins to the centre of the debate. Top-down leadership on women’s representation
– to some degree sidelining resistance at the party’s base – thus appear to be central
drivers for gender equality in the CDU. They were already in play when Rita Süssmuth
in 1996 pushed her party to adopt the quorum. Since then, the CDU and Merkel tried to
serve these opposing constituencies by allowing the quorum to be bent and stretched
while publicly endorsing it as the CDU’s major strategy towards parity. With her
recent ‘coming out’ on strict quotas, however, Merkel inadvertently may herself
have initiated a critical juncture in CDU gender politics.

We have argued that three factors contributed to moving the CDU from a staunchly
‘anti-quota’ party under Merkel’s leadership to accepting a stronger interventionist
hand in achieving gender equality in political representation. The factors speak to
shifts in framing gender equality, electoral strategy, and gendered mobilisations in
the party and beyond. More specifically, we analysed, first, how Merkel advanced an
explicitly non-feminist equality agenda within an adaptive social conservatism that
in turn was influenced by her East German background. She actively supported the
CDU moving from a narrow focus on the male breadwinner model to acceptance of
dual worker/caretaker models. This, in turn, over time led to more gender-inclusive
programmatic party stances across different policy fields, and it spilled over into pol-
itical representation. Second, Merkel critically assessed the effects of negative electoral
outcomes for women in relation to declining party membership and women voter
appeal, realising that resisting quotas would be the wrong signal in her attempt to mod-
ernise the party. Having, with the SPD, a more gender-progressive coalition partner at
her side most likely contributed to Merkel’s interventionist turn. Third, Merkel over
time allowed growing influence of inner-party gender equality actors and in particular
the Women’s Union in reshaping the CDU stance on quotas.

Notably, intersectional dimensions to these changes – aside from appealing to
younger women – have been mostly absent from the CDU quota debates.8 Despite
major underrepresentation of persons with a so-called migration background, particu-
larly Muslim women, none of the German quota parties endorses affirmative action
measures for these constituencies (Jenichen 2018). When the Federal Conference of
Migrant Organisations (BKMO) proposed to adopt a Federal Participation Law with
mandatory quotas for cabinets and ministries, the CDU position was in line with
public opinion: the majority of voters of all parties consider quotas for migrants
unnecessary – CDU supporters by almost 86 per cent (CSU 97 per cent) (Coffé and
Reiser 2018, 182).

The CDU may have inadvertently paved a path to harder voluntary party quotas for
women, with Merkel evolving from opposing to facilitating quotas. Many in the party
will perceive this to be the lesser evil, faced with much stronger demands to reframe
representation with an intersectional lens and champion parity by way of legislative
quotas within an electoral reform. In line with this ‘choice’, Merkel shifted her tone
on women’s underrepresentation during the 4th term of her tenure. While still not
actively championing parity, she appeared to embrace the notion that the ‘Gruppenbild
mit Dame,’ the ‘group photo with lady’ approach to politics is irritating (New York
Times January 30, 2019). This irritation, however, does not compensate for her long-
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lasting silence regarding inner-party masculinist structures. Carefully orchestrated
positive action – rather than Merkel tacitly leading from behind on gender equality –

may have left the party less masculinist. The debate and vote on the party’s program-
matic commission proposal of a 50 per cent quota for party offices and candidates by
2025 has been shelved until at least the next party convention. Party leader and CDU
chancellor candidate Armin Laschet has not led by example on the Land-level: His
2021 cabinet in North Rhine-Westphalia features seven men and only two women.
His cautious tactical approach to quotas has been on display when he on the one
hand promised parity in his future cabinet in March 2021 and at the same time had
his party and equality minister refrain from advancing the North Rhine-Westphalia
parity initiative.9 Without committed leadership on this issue, gender parity in the
CDU will almost certainly remain an elusive goal for years to come.
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NOTES

1. Trying to soften the stigma of the term quota, the CDU created the label ‘quorum’ for its voluntary party
quota. We use the term throughout to acknowledge its low compulsory character compared to other
voluntary party quotas, but simultaneously consider it a de facto quota. The Bavarian sister party Chris-
tian Social Union (CSU) developed different rules that are not the focus on this article.

2. All translations are from the German and by the authors.
3. The party’s youth organisation, Junge Union, which serves as a recruitment pool for future higher office,

by contrast, had increased its share of women to 44 per cent by 2018 (CDU 2018). Yet, this source
appears to remain untapped and dramatically dried up within a year: in 2019 the Junge Union
women’s share dropped to 30 per cent (CDU 2019).

4. Information at Deutscher Bundestag https://www.bundestag.de/abgeordnete/biografien/mdb_zahlen_19/
direktmandate_landeslisten-52951, accessed December 7, 2020.

5. The CSU Frauenunion motion is not just noteworthy for its content and political verve, but also for its use
of academic literature to support its argument for quotas.

6. In the Austrian snap election of 2017, Kurz had presented a national electoral list for the ÖVP based on a
50 per cent zippered gender quota (Ahrens et al. 2020, 73).

7. For details see https://www.frauen-macht-politik.de/gesetzesinitiativen-in-den-bundeslaendern/,
accessed February 16, 2020.

8. For changes in inner-party attitudes towards out LGBT CDU politicians see Juvonen 2019; see Hennin-
ger as well as von Wahl, both Forthcoming, for LGBTIQ+ policies under Merkel.

9. Sources at https://www.zeit-verlagsgruppe.de/pressemitteilung/armin-laschet-zur-frauenquote-paritaet-
im-naechsten-bundeskabinett/ and https://www.land.nrw/de/landesregierung/landeskabinett, accessed
March 2021.
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